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Art of Possibility Studios’ First Product Launch Gives Disabled Artists Seeking Financial Autonomy and Career Opportunity New Hope

Blind entrepreneur’s ‘vision’ materializes with product rollout marking a new era in both artwork licensing and independent income opportunities for the handicapped; Her pioneering art brand introduces first in a series of products featuring for-profit licensed imagery by disabled artists made self-reliant through the initiative

SANTA CLARA, CA, February 17, 2009 – Ground-breaking artwork licensing agency Art of Possibility Studios (www.AOPStudios.com), the only art brand exclusively representing physically disabled artists in a for-profit model, today announced the launch of its first licensed product - a collection of four bookmarks featuring fine art by disabled artists represented by the agency. The bookmarks, which mark a new era in both for-profit artwork licensing and self-reliant income opportunities for the disabled, have been developed and brought to market by Trends International (www.TrendsInternational.com) - the leading publisher and manufacturer of posters, calendars, coloring activity kits and social stationery.

“These bookmarks showcase beautiful imagery and inspirational messages of hope and possibility that disabled artists wish to share with a broad audience in a professional career capacity,” said Ketra Oberlander, founder of the Art of Possibility Studios – herself a blind artist whose award-winning paintings are also represented by the agency. “I applaud Trends International for their eagerness to develop a product line that, in addition to having mass consumer appeal, also helps disabled artists earn an autonomous living as societal equals rather than dependents.”

The bookmarks (MSRP US$3.99/CAN$4.49) feature vibrantly colored images, each with an uplifting message about “Love,” “Faith,” “Inspiration,” or Perseverance” on the front and a brief artist biography on the back. Also adorned with a decorative beaded tassel, the bookmarks have been thoughtfully designed to be a meaningful and treasured keepsake.

“These bookmarks, and other licensed products to follow, demonstrate our steadfast belief that good deeds are good business,” continues Oberlander. “While the bookmarks have been lauded for their physical beauty, we hope consumers also take a moment to realize the magnitude of this simple purchase – direct support, liberation and empowerment of a physically disabled artist no longer dependent on charity and disability benefits, or oppressed by logistical limitations, in their quest for self-sufficiency.”

Kolea Baker, president of Artists of Kolea Licensing Group, observes, "Ketra’s business model embracing her own disability experience and background in art, coupled with a sincere desire to change the way people think about the handicapped, is truly inspiring. She is empowering artists to use their wonderful abilities to their greatest potential and not to fall victim to their physical challenges. Because of Ketra, capable, smart, talented handicapped artists are now considered and included as viable and valuable resources. It’s about time. I look forward to watching Art of Possibility Studios become a permanent industry fixture.”
Although Trends International’s Art of Possibility bookmarks will soon be available through brick-and-mortar retail stores with locations to be announced, they are currently available for online purchase at www.AOPStudios.com.

About Art of Possibility, LLC
Art of Possibility Studios is the only for-profit art publishing and licensing agency exclusively representing physically disabled artists whose work represents hope, opportunity and transcendence over adversity. Founded by award-winning blind painter Ketra Oberlander, the agency locates and develops art and artists who seek to share their work and experiences with others to uplift, encourage and inspire, while also earning an income. Via licensing agreements, Art of Possibility Studios’ beautiful hand-painted imagery is featured on luxury giftware produced by socially conscious manufacturers committed to cause-oriented retail product lines. Consumers, interested business affiliates and disabled artists seeking representation may contact Art of Possibility Studios through its Web site located at www.AOPStudios.com.

About Trends International, LLC
Trends International is the leading publisher and manufacturer of posters, calendars, coloring activity kits and social stationery. Established in 1987, Trends began its growth based on the recognized need for an integral partnership between licensor, retailer and licensee. Trends’ dedication to quality product, competitive pricing and outstanding customer service has been central in positioning the company as the foremost leader within these product categories. Visit the company online at www.TrendsInternational.com for more information.
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